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1 Introduction
The notion of conintoit krrowlecfge, where everyone knows, cveryone knows that everyone knows, elc., has
proven to bc fundamental in various disciplines, including Philosophy [Lew69], Artificial Intelligence [MSHI7Y],
Economics [Aum76], and Psychology [CM81].This key notion was first studied by the philosopher David LLwis
[Lew69] in the context of conventions. Lcwis pointcd out that in order for something to bc a convention, it inusl
in fact be conuiion knowledge among thc niembcrs of a group. (For example, the convention that green means
“go” and red incans “stop” is presuiiiably conuiion knowledge among the drivers in our society.)
Common knowledge also arises in discourse understanding [CM81].Suppose Ann asks Dob “What did you
think of the iiiovie‘!” referring to a showing or Moitkcy Business they have just seen. Not only iiiust Ann and
Bob both know that “the movie” rcltrs to MurtkqvBusirtess,but Ann must know that Bob knows (so that she can
be sure that Bob will give a reasonable answer to tier question), Bob must know that Ann knows that Bob knows
(so that Bob knows that Ann will respond appropriately to his answcr), and so on. In fact. by a closer analysis of
this situation, it can be shown that there must be common knowledge of what movie is meant in order for Bob to
answer the question appropriately.
n t coordinated action in
Finally, common knowledgc also turns out to bc a prerequisite for a ~ ~ e c m e and
distributed system [HMYO]. This is prccisely what nukes it such a crucial notion in the analysis of interacting
groups of agents. On the other hand, in practical scttings common knowledgc is itnpossible to achieve. This
puts us in a sotnewhat paradoxical situation, in that we claim both that common knowledgc is a prerequisite tijr
agrecment and ccmrdinated action and that it cannot bc attained. We discuss two answers to this paradox: ( 1 )
modeling the world with a coarser granularity, and (2) relaxing the requirements for coordination.
”The inateria\ in this extended abstract is based on [HM90. FHMV961: the reader is referred there for more details. A book length treatment
ofknowledge and common knowledge in multi-agent system is olfered in [FHMV95].
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2 Agreement and Coordination
We start by discussing two well-known puz~lcsthat involve attaining coninion knowledge. The first is the “tiiuddy
children” pumle [BarXI].
The story goes as follows: Iniaginc n children playing together. Some, say k of them, gel niud on their
foreheads. Each can see tlie niud on others but not on his own forehead. Along conies the father, who says, “At
least one o f you has niud on your forchcad,” thus expressing a hct known to each o f thein before he spokc (if
k > 1). The fhllier then asks the following question, over and over: “Docs any of you know whetlier you have
mud on your own forehead‘?” Assuming that all the children are perceptive, intelligent, truthful. and that they
answer simultaneously,what will happen?
There is a straightfixward proof by induction that the first k - 1 times he asks the question, they will all say
“No,” but thcn the klh time the children with niudtly Ihrchcads will all answer “Yes.” Let us denote the fact “at
least one child has a muddy Ihrchcad” by p. Notice that if k > I , ix.. more than one child has a muddy forehead,
then every child can see at least one muddy forehead, and tlie children initially all know p. Thus, it would seem
that the father docs not provide the children with any new information, and so he should not need to tell the111that
p holds when k > 1. Hut this is false! What the lather provides is coninion knowledge. If exactly k children have
p holds before the fither speaks, but P?p does not
muddy foreheads, thcn it is utraig1illi)rwardto see that EL’-’
(here E”cp means cp. if k = 0. everyone knows cp, if k = 1, and everyone knows E”-’cp. if k 2 1). The father’s
statcnient actually converts the children’s state of knowlcdge froni I!!”-’ p to C p (here G p means that there is
coninion knowledge of p ) . With this extra knowledge, they can deduce whether their fbreheads are muddy.
In the muddy children puz~le,the children do not actually need coninion knowledge; I s k p sul5ces for them
to figure out whether they have mud on their foreheads, On the other hand, the cooirfirrci/eda//nck problem
[@a781 provides an example where coninion knowledge is truly necessary. In this problem, two generals, each
coninianding a division of an arniy, want to attack a conuiion enemy. They will win the battle only if they attack
the enemy simultaneously; if only one division attacks, it will be defeated. Thus, the gcncrals want to coordinate
their attack. Unfortunately, the only wily thcy haw of coniniunicatingis by tiieiins of messengers, who might get
lost o r captured by the enemy.
Suppose a nicsscngcr sent by General A reaches <;enera1 13 with a message saying “attack at dawn.” Should
(ieneral 11 attack‘! Although the inessage was in hct delivered, General A has no way of knowing that it was
delivered. A must therefore consider it possible that H did not receive the message (in which case 13 would
definitely not attack). Hence A will not attack given liis current state of knowledge. Knowing this, and not willing
to risk attacking alone, /I cannot attack based solely on receiving A’s message. Of course, 11 can try to improve
inalters by sending the messenger back to A with an acknowledbment. Even if the messenger reaches A, sinnilar
reasoning shows that neither A nor 11 will attack at this point either. In fact, it can be proved, by induction on the
number of messages, that 110 number of successful deliveries of acknowledgments to acknowledgmentscan allow
the generals to attack [YC79].
Halpern and Moses [HM901 showed thc relationshipbetween coordinatcd attack and conuiion knowledge, and
used this to give a “knowledge-based” proof the impossibility result. Specifically,assume that the generals behave
according to some predeternuncd deterministic protocol; that is, a general’s actions (what messages lie sends and
whether lie attacks) arc a delertiiinistic Iunction of liis history and the time on his clock. Assume further that in the
absence of any succcssful conunu~iication,neither general will attack. Halpern and Moses proved that a correct
protocol for the coordinated attack problem must have the propcrty that whenever the generals attack, it is coiiunon
knowledgc that they arc attacking. A key feature of the coordinated attack problem is that coniniuriicutiorr is riot
guarmtwcl. Roughly speaking, this nieans ( 1) i t is always possible that from some point on, no messages will
be received, and (2) il‘general a does not get any information to the contrary (by receiving sonic message), then
z considers it possible that none of its messages were received. Halpcrn and Moses proved that in such a system,
nothing can become conunon knowledge unless it is also coninion knowledge in the absence of communication.
This implies the impossibility of coordinated attack.

3 Common Knowledge and Uncertainty
As we have seen, coilmion knowledge cannot be attained when conununication is not bvarantecd. Halpern
and Moses showed further that coninion knowledge cannot be attained in a system in which coniniunication is
guaranteed, but where there is no bound on the time it takes for messages to be delivered. It would seein that when
all messages arc guaranleed to be delivered within a fixed amount of Lime, say one Second, attaining con~iiO11
knowledge should be a simple matter. I h ~ tthings are not always as simple as they seem; even in this case,
uncertainty causes major difficulties.
Consider the following cxaniple: Assume that two agents, Alice and Bob, communicate over a channel in
which (it is coninion knowledge that) nicssagc delivery is bvarantecd. Moreover, suppose that there is only slight
uncertainty concerning message delivery times. It is comnionly known that any message sent from Alice to 13ob
reaches Bob within E tinie units. Now suppose that at sonic point Alice sends Bob a message p that does not
specify the sending time in any way. Bob does not know initially that Alice sent him a message. We assuiiie that
when Bob receives Alice's nicssage. hc knows that it is Li.om her. How do Alice and Hob's slate of knowledge
change with time?
Let serr/(p,) be the stalcnicnl Ihat Alice sent the nicssage p . After E time units, we have K ~ K n . ~ r r l ( that
p),
is, Alice knows that I3ob knows that she sent the message p. And clearly, this state of knowledge does not occur
)
k = 0, and K A K n ( K A Kn)'-',serr/(p)
before E time unils. Define ( K AKn)',s~rr/(p)by letting it be S E I I I ( ~ for
lilr k 2 I . It is not hard to verify that ( K AK ~ ) ' , s c w ( p holds
)
after ICE time units, and does not hold before then.
In particular, coninion knowledge of serrt(p) is never attained. This may not seein too striking when we think o f &
that is rclativcly largc, say a day, or an hour. The argument, however, is independent of the niabmitude of E , and
remains true even Ibr small values of E . Even if Alice and Bob arc guaranteed that Alice's message arrives within
one nanosecond, they still never attain common knowledge that her message was sent !
Now let us consider what happens if both Alice and Bob usc the smne cltxk, and suppose that, instead of
sending p, Alice sends at time TIL a message p' that specifies the sending time, such as
"This message is being sent at time rn; p."
Recall that it is coninion knowlcdgc that every message sent by Alice is received by Hob within E time units. When
Bob receives p', he knows that p' was sent at time rn. Moreover, Rob's receipt of p' is guaranteed to happen no
later than time 712 + E . Since Alice and I3ob use the same clock, it is coninion knowledge at time rn + E that it
is m + E . It is also coininon knowledge that any message sent at time rn is received by time rn + E . Thus, at
time rn + E , the fact that Alice sent p' to Bob is coninion knowledge.
Note that in [lie first example coninion knowledge will never hold regardless ofwhcthcr E is a day, an hour, or
a nanosecond. The slight uncertainly about the sending time and the rncssagc transmission time prevents coninion
knowledge of p from ever being attained in this scenario. What makes tlie second example so dramatically
different? When a [act cp is coninion knowledge, everybody must know that it is. It is impossible for agent a to
know that cp IS coninion knowledge without agent j knowing it as well. This nicans that the transition Li-oiii cp
not being coininon knowledge to its being coniinon knowledge must involve a simu//anrous change in all relevant
agents' knowledge. In the first example, tlie uncertainty makes such a simultianeoustransition impossible, while
in the second, having the sanic clock niakcs a siniultancous transition possible and this transition occurs at tinic
ra E . These two cxaniples help illustrate the connection between simultaneity and coniinon knowledge and the
elTcct this can have on the attainability ol'coninion knowledge. We now explore this connection.
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4 Simultaneous Events
The Alice and 13ob examples illustrate how the transition li'oni a situation in which a fact is not coninion knowledge
to one where it is conuiion knowledge requires siniultancous events to take place at all sites ol'tlic system. The
relationship between siniultaneity and co11unonknowledge, however, is even niorc fundamental than that. We
saw by example earlier that actions that must be perli)rnied siinultaneouslyby all parties, such as attacking in the

coordinated attack problem, bccoiiie coiiiiiion knowledge as soon as they are performed: coninlo11 kliowlcdgc is
a prerequisite for simultaneous actions. It actually can be shown that that a fact's beconung conuiion knowledge
requires the occurrence o f simultaneous events at di ffercnt sites of the system. Moreover, the occurrence of
simultaneous events is necessarily coiiiiiion knowledge. This demonstrates the strong link between coinnion
knowledge and simultaneous cvcnls.
To make this claim precise. we nccd lo fornialiix the notion of simultaneous events. We assunie that at each
point in time, each agent is in sonic locrrl ~ t ~ tInli)rmally,
e.
this local state encodcs the infornlation available to the
agent at this point. In addition, there is an errvirnrimerrf state, that keeps track of everything relevant to the system
l
describes the local stales of the environment and the agents. An
not recorded in the agents' states. A ~ l o h r rstrrtc~
agent cannot distingish two global states ifhe is in the same local states in both global states. A rim ofthe systclii
is a complete description o f how the system evolves over tiine in one possible execution of the system. We take
a .sywni to consist ofa set ofruns. Intuitively, these runs describe all the possible sequences of events that could
occur in a system. At a particular point in time in a certain run and agent kriows a fact 'p if 'p holds in all global
states in the system that are indistinguishibleto the agent froiii the current global state.
A k a i l e \ ~ uli)r an agent is a set o f local statcs of that agent. Intuitively, the event occurs when the agent
enters a state in the set. For example, sending a message, receiving a message, and performing an internal action
are exaniples of local events. We arc interested here in local events that arc coordinated in time. An evetit errsemhle
is an assignment ofa local event lo each agent. An eiisenible is said to be perfeci/ycoorrliirafetlit-the local events
in it hold simultaneously Tor all agents. An example ofa perfectly coordinated event ensemble is the set 01- local
events that correspond to tlic ticking of a global clock. if the ticking is guaranteed to be reflected simultaneously
at all sites of a system. Another example is the event o f shaking hands: being a mutual action, the handshakes of
the parties are perfectly coordinated.
It can now be shown that the event ensemble of attaining coninion knowledge is perfectly coordinated, that
is, all agents attain coninion knowledge at the sane linx, and furthermore, if an event cnscinble is perfectly
coordinated, (lien whenever tlic events in it occur the agents have conmion knowledge of that fact. This captures
tlie close correspondence between coilillion knowledge and simultaneous events, and helps clarify the difTerence
between the two examples considered in Section 3: In Ihe first example, Alice and Bob cannot attain conution
knowledge of setit(p ) because they are unable to make such a simultaneoustransition, while in the second exatnplc
they can (and do).
The close relationship between coniiiion knowledge and simultaneousactions is what niakes common knowledge such a uscful tool for analyzing tasks involving coordination and agreement. It also gives us sonic insight
into how common knowledge arises. For cxaiiiplc, the fact that a public announcement has been made is coninion
knowledge, since the announcement is heard simultaneously by everyone. (Strictly speaking, of course, this is
not quite true; we return to this issue in Section 6.) More generally, siniultancity is inherent in the notion of
cyrewrice. As a consequence, when people sit around a table, the existence ofthe table, as well as the nature of
the objects on the table. arc coninion knowledge.
As we discussed carlicr, coiiiiiion knowledge is inherent in a&g-ccmentsand conventions. Hand shaking, face-toface or telephone conversation,and a simultaneoussigping ofa contract arc standard ways ofrcaching agrcciiients.
They all involve simultaneous actions and have the etl'ect o f making the agreement common knowledge.

5 Temporal Imprecision
As we illustrated previously, simultaincity is inherent in the notion of common knowledge (and vice versa).
It follows that simultaneity i s a prerequisite for attaining common knowledge. Alice and Bob's failure to reach
coninion knowledge in the first example above can therefim be blanied on their inability to perform a simultaneous
slate transition. As might be expected, the fact that siinultaneity is a prerequisite for attaining coinnion knowledge
has additional consequences. For example, in many distributed systems each process possesses a clock. In
practice, in any distributed system there is always sonic uncertainty regarding the relative synchrony of the clocks
and regarding the precise message transmission times. This results in what is called the temporal imprecision
of the system. The amount of temporal iniprccision in dinerent systems varies, but it can be argued that every

practical system will have sonic (possibly very mall) dcgrcc of imprecision. Techniques from the distributedsystcnis literature can be used to show that any system in which, roughly speaking,there is soinc initial uncertainty
regarding relative clock readings and uncertainty regarding exact message transmission times niust have tcmpnral
imprecision.
Systems with temporal imprecision turn out to have the property that no protocol can guarantee to synchronize
the processes’ clocks perfectly, Furthcrmore, in systems with temporal imprecision events cannot be perfectly
coordinated. It follows from this that no lhct can become cotnrnon knowledge during a run of a system with
temporal imprecision. If the units by which time is measured in our model are sufficiently small, then all
practical distributed systems have tcniporal imprecision. As a result ,no fact can ever become coiiunon knowledge
in practical distributed systciiis. Ciirrying this argyiicnt even further, we can view csscntially all real-world
scenarios as situations in which true simultaneity cannot be guaranteed. For exaniple, the children in the muddy
children puzzle nci ther hear nor coniprchcnd the father simultaneously. There is bound lo be sonic uncertainty
about how long it takes each of thciii to process Ihc information. Thus, according to our earlier discussion. the
children in fact do not attain coininon knowledge of the father’s statcnicnt.
We now seem to have a paradox. On the one hand, we have argued that coiniiion knowledge is unattainable in
practical contexts. On the other hand, given our claim that conmon knowledge is a prerequisite fix agrcenicnls
and conventions and the observation that we do reach agreements and conventions arc maintaincd, it seems that
common knowledge is attained in practicc.
Where is the catch? How can we explain this discrepancy between our practical experience and our technical
results‘! I n the next two sections, we consider two resolutions to this paradox. The first rests on the observation
that if we model time at ti sufficiently coarse level, we can and do attain coininon knowledge. The question then
beconies when and whether it is appropriate to niotlcl time in this way. The second says that, although we indced
cannot attain cointiion knowledge, we can attain close approximationsof it, and this suffices fi)r our purposes.

6

The Granularity o f Time

Given the complexity ofthc real world, any nxithcniaticalniodel of a situation must abstract away many details. A
useful model is typically one that abstracts away as much of the irrelevant detail as possible, leaving all and only
tlie relevant aspects of a situation. When modeling a particular situation, it can o k n be quite difficult to decide
the level of granularity at which to niodcl time. The notion of time in a run rarely corresponds to real time. Rather,
our choice of the granularity of time is motivated by convenience of inwleling. Thus, in a distributed application,
it nxiy be perfectly appropriate to take a round to be sufficiently long for a process to send a message to all other
processes, and perhaps do some local computation as well.
As we have observed, the a r p n e n t that every practical system has sonic degree of teniporal imprecision holds
only relative to a sufficiently fine-Rained model of time. For our previous analysis of teniporal imprecision to
apply, time must be represented in sulficicntly fine detail Tor temporal iniprccision to be reflected in the model. If
a model has a coarse notion of tinic, then siniultancity, and hence cotiunoii knowledge, are often attainable. For
example, in synchronous systems (those where the agents have access to a shared clock, so that, intuitively, the
time is coilillion knowledge) thcrc is no leiuporal iiiiprccision. As an exatiiplc. consider a siinpliticd model of
the muddy children problem. The initial states ofthc children and the father describe what they see; later states
describe everything they have heard. All conimunicatioii proceeds in rounds. In round I , if there is at least one
muddy child, a message to this effect is sent to all children. In the odd-numbered rounds 1, 3, 5, . . . ,the father
sends to all children the message “Docs any of you know whether you have mud on your own forehead‘?” The
children respond “Yes”or “No”in the even-numbered rounds. In this siniplified model, the children do attain
conunon knowledge of tlic father’s statcnicnt (after the first round). If, however, we “enhance” the model to take
into consideration the minute details of the neural activity in the children’s brains, and considered time on, say, a
millisecond scale, the children would not be modeled as hearing tlic father siniultaneously. Moreover, the children
would not attain coininon knowledge 01’ the father’s statement. We conclude that whether a given fact becomes
cointiion knowledge at a certain point, or i n fact whcthcr it t w r becomes coinnion knowledge, depends in a crucial

way on the model being used. While common knowledge may be attainable in a certain model of a given real
world situation. it beconics unattainable oncc we consider a niorc detailed niodcl of /lw s m e si/un/iori.
When arc we justified in reasoning and acting as if conunon knowledge is attainablc? This reduces to the
question of when we can argue that onc n i o d e l i n our case a coarser or less detailed model-is “as good”
as another, finer, iiiodcl. The answer. o f course, is “it depends on the intended application.” Our approach
for deciding whether a less detailed niodcl is as good as another, finer, niodcl, is to assuiiie that there is sotlie
“specification” of interest, and to consitlcr whether the finer model satisfies tlie same specification as the coarser
model. For example, i n the muddy childrcn p u ~ ~ lour
c , carlicr model implicitly assuincd that the children all hcar
the father’s initial statciiicnt and latcr questions simultaneously. We can think of this as a coarse model where,
indeed, the childrcn attain coniiiion knowlctlgc. For the fine model, suppose instcad that every time the Father
speaks, it takes sonicwlicrc between 8 and 10 inilliscconds Ibr each child to hcar and proccss what the father says,
but the exact time may bc dilrercnt l o r cacli child, and may even be dillkrcnt for a given child evcry time the father
spcaks. Similarly, al’ler a given child speaks, it lakes between 8 and 10 milliseconds li)r the other children and Ihc
father to hcar and proccss what lie says. (While there is nothing particularly significant in our choice of 8 and 10
niilliscconds, it is important that a child docs not hcar any other child’s response to the father’s question before
he utters liis own rcsponsc.) The father docs not ask his kLhquestion until he has received the responses from all
children to liis ( I c - 1)” question.
Tlie specification of interest for tlic niuddy childrcn puzzle is the Ibllowing: A child says “Yes” if lie knows
whether hc is muddy and says “No” otlicrwise. This specification is satisfied in particular when each child tbllows
tlic protocol that if hc sccs k muddy children, then lie responds “No”to the father’s first Ic questions and “Yes” t o
a11 the questions after that. This specification is true in both the coarse model and the tine model. Therefore, we
consider the coarse model adequate. If part oft he specification had been that the cliildren answer simultaneously,
then the coarse model would not havc becn adequate.

7 Approximations of Common Knowledge
Section 4 shows that coniiiion knowledge captures the state of knowledge resulting frorii siriiultaneousevents. It
also shows. however, that in tlic absence ol’cvcntsthat arc bwarantecd to hold simultaneously,conuiion knowledge
is not attained. In Section 6, we tried to answer the question of when we can reason and act as i f certain events
were simultaneous. Rut there is anothcr point of view we can take. There arc situations where events holding
at ditt‘erent sites need not happen siiiiultancously; the level ol‘ coordination rcquircd is weaker than absolute
siniullancity. For cxaniplc, we may want tlie events to hold at niost a certain mount oftiinc apart. It turns out
that just as conunon knowledge is llic state of knowledge corresponding to perfect coordination, there arc states
of shared knowledge corresponding to other forms of coordination. We can view these states of knowledge as
approximations of true common knowledge. Fortunately, whilc perfect coordination is hard to attain in practice,
weaker forms ofcoordination arc oltcn attainablc. This is one explanation as to why the unattainability ofconunon
knowledge might not spell as grcat ii tlisastcr as we might havc originally expected. This section considers two of
these weaker forms of coordination, and their correspondingstates of knowledge.
Lct us return t o the first Alice and Hob example. Notice that i f E = 0, then Alice and Bob attain common
knowledge of.serit(p) inimcdiatcly iittcr the nicssagc is sent. In this case, it is guaranteed that once the message is
sent, both agents immediately know tlic contents ol~tliemessage, as well as the fact that it has been sent. Intuitively,
it seems that the closer E is to 0 , the closer Alicc and Bob’s stale of knowledge should bc to coiimion knowledge.
Compare the situation when E > 0 with E = 0. As wc saw, if E > 0 then Alicc docs not know that Rob received
her message iiiiinediatcly aftcr she sends the incssage. She does, however, know that wi/liirt E lime urii1s Bob will
rcccivc the message and know both the contents of the message and that tlic message has k e n sent. The sending
ofthe niessagc results in a situation whcrc, within E time units, everyone knows that the situation holds. This is
analogous to the fact that coniiiion knowledge corrcsponds to a situation where everyone knows that the situation
holds. Tliis suggcsts tliat tlie state or knowledge resulting in the Alice and Bob scenario should involve a fixed
point of some sort. We now discuss a notion orcoordination related to the Alice and Hob example, and define an
approxiniation of cotiuiion knowlcdgc corresponding to this type of coordination.

An event enseiiible is said to be &-cooditiu/cdif the local events in it never hold more than E time units
apart. Note that &-coordinationwith E = 0 is perfect coordination. While it is essentially infeasible in practice
to coordinate events so that they hold simultaneously at different sites of a distributed system, &-coordination
is oncn attainable i n praclicc, cvcn in systems wlicrc there is uncertainty in message delivery time. Moreover,
when E is sutticiently sinall, there are niany applications for which &-coordinationis practically as good as perfect
coordination. For cxanplc, instcad o f requiring a simultaneous attack in the coordinated attack problem, it lnay
be sutlicient lo require only that the two divisions attack within a certain c-tinic bound of each other. This is called
an E-coorrliirtrlctl trffock.
More generally, ~-coortlination~naybe practically as good as perfect coordination ti)r niany instances of
agreements and conventions. One exaniple of &-coordinationresults from a niessage being broadcast to all
members of a goup, with the guarantee that it will reach all of the inembers within & time units ofonc another. In
this case it is cdsy to see that when an agent receives the message, he knows the message has been broadcast, and
knows that within c time units each of the inembers ofthc group will have received the message, and will know
that within E
Let E be arbitrary. We say that u~i/hiiiuti E-ititervul ewr:vone krrows cp, denoted Efcp. if there is an intcrval o f €
time units containing the currcnt tinic such that each agent coines to know cp at soine point in this interval. Wc
define &-ciinimoii kriowledgc. of cp, denoted by GFp,as the state of shared knowledge in which Ef(cp A C‘cp) hold
(this is defined formally a s a greatest fixpoint) [HMYO].
Just as coninion knowledge is closely related to pcrlkcl ctxmhation, &-coninionknowledge is related to
&-coordination.It can now be shown that tlic event ensemble of attaining &-conuiionknowledge is &-coordinated,
that is, all agents attain coninion knowledge within an &-interval,and Furthernmre, if an event ensemble is
&-coordinated,then whenever the events in it occur the agents have &-coniiimnknowledge of that Pdct.
Since in the coordinated attack problem nicssagc delivery is not guaranteed, it can be shown that the generals
cannot achieve even &-coordinatedattack. On the other hand, i f messages are guaranteed t o be delivered within
E units of time, then &-coordinatedattack can be accomplished. General A simply sends General B a message
saying “attack” and attacks imnicdialcly; General Ij attacks upon reccipt or the message.
Although E-coiiunon knowlcdgc is useful for the analysis of systems where the uncertainty in message
conununication time is sniall, it is not quite as usehl in the analysis of system where incssage delivery may
be delayed Tor a long period of time. In such systcnis, rather than perfect or &-coordination,what can often be
achieved is evetituril coordination. An example of an eventual coordinationconsists of the delivery of (copies of)
a message broadcast to every agent in a system with arbitrary inessage delays. An agent receiving this message
knows the contents 01. tlic message, ;is well as the fact that each other agent must receive the inessage at sonic
point in time, either past, present. or fiilurc. Eventual coordination gives rise to cverintul coiiuiion knowledge, that
is related to cventual coordination just as coninion knowledge is related to perfect coordination, and &-conmion
knowledge is rclatcd to &-coordinalion.
Just as &-coordinatedattack is a weakening 01’ the simultaneity requircment of coordinated attack. a further
weakening of the siinullancity requircment is given by ~ w ~ t i / u u /cooirlinu/cd
!v
unuck. This rcquireinent says that
if one of the two divisions attacks. then the other division eventually attacks. If messages are guaranteed to be
delivered eventually, then even if there is no bound on message delivery time, an eventually coordinated attack
can be carried out.

8 Summary
The central thcnie of this paper is an attempt to resolve the paradox of coninion knowledge: Although common
knowledge can be shown to be a prercquisite for day-to-day activities of coordination and agreenient, it can also
be shown to be unattainable in practice. The resolution of this paradox leads to a deeper understanding of the
nature of coninion knowledge and coordination.
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